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A multiple-choice, computer-based, standardized 
exam often required for admission to graduate 

programs

What is the 
GRE?



First off, do you need to 
take the GRE?
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There are 3 
sections to the 

GRE



ANALYTICAL WRITING

Two separately time tasks: 
“Analyze an issue” task
“Analyze an argument” 
task

30 minutes per task
60 minutes total

Score range: 0 to 6

VERBAL REASONING

6 text completion 
questions

4 sentence equivalence 
questions

10 reading comprehension 
questions

20 total questions per 
section

30 minutes per task
60 minutes total

Score range: 130 to 170

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

7-8 quantitative 
comparison questions
12-13 problem solving 

questions
20 total questions per 

section

35 minutes per section
130 to 170
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The writing section consists of two essays that are timed separately with 30 minutes to complete each. This will be the 
FIRST section completed in the exam. 
Issue Task:
● Given a statement (sentence or short paragraph)  followed by a prompt that asks to explain whether you agree or 

disagree with the statement, giving reasoning. 
● I.e. “2. Some people believe it is imperative for individuals living in developed nations to reduce their energy 

consumption and lead a more sustainable lifestyle, given the evidence for global climate change. Others believe 
that such drastic lifestyle changes are unwarranted, based on the existing evidence for global climate change.
Write a response in which you discuss which view more closely aligns with your own position and explain your 
reasoning for the position you take. In developing and supporting your position, you should address both of the 
views presented.

And the most important thing: the audience won’t miss the point of your presentation

Analytical Writing



Argument task:
● Given usually a longer paragraph. Will be presented with an argument for one side of a hypothetical issue. 
● I.e. “ A recent survey of 250 adults between the ages of 30 and 45 showed an association between the number of 

hours adults spend online each day and self-reporting of symptoms commonly associated with depression. The 
survey found that adults who spend 30 hours or more online each week were twice as likely as others to report that 
they “frequently” had trouble concentrating. Of adults who reported spending more than 30 hours per week online, 
20 percent also reported that they had felt “sad, down, or blue” at least three times within the past month.
These results suggest that spending too much time online is linked to depression and people who want to improve 
their well-being should strictly limit the time they spend online.
Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in order to decide whether the 
recommendation and the argument on which it is based are reasonable. Be sure to explain how the answers to 
these questions would help to evaluate the recommendation.

Analytical Writing



● Score of 6 : Outstanding
● Score of 5: Strong
● Score of 4: Adequate
● Score of 3: Limited
● Score of 2: Seriously Flawed
● Score of 1: Fundamentally Deficient
● Score of 0: Off topic, illegible

Analytical Writing
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In each GRE Verbal section, questions are broken down into Text Completion, Sentence Equivalence, and Reading 
Comprehension question types. There are approximately 20 questions to complete in 30 minutes, giving you between 1 
and 4 minutes per question, depending on the type. Each Verbal section will start with Text Completions, then you’ll see 
a block of 4–5 Reading Comprehension questions, then the block of Sentence Equivalence questions, and you’ll finish 
up with a second block of Reading Comprehension.

Verbal Reasoning



Text completion questions: process of elimination!!!!

Verbal Reasoning



Sentence equivalence questions: put the words into context

Verbal Reasoning



Reading Comprehension:
Skim the questions
Practice makes perfect! 

Verbal Reasoning
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The math section on the GRE, known as Quantitative Reasoning or Quant, consists of three question types: 
Quantitative Comparison, Problem Solving, and Data Interpretation. 
There are two sections total, and each section is 35 minutes long with 20 questions. Like Verbal, the GRE Math 
sections are both structured identically: first you’ll see the Quantitative Comparison questions, then the Problem 
Solving questions, and finally the Data Interpretation questions.
 Most of the concepts you’ll see on GRE Quant are covered in middle and high school, but you’ll want to make sure you 
have a firm grasp on algebra and geometry, especially if you haven’t taken a math class in some time.

Quantitative Reasoning
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Quantitative Reasoning



For the Verbal Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning measures of the GRE® General Test, the reported scores are 
based on the number of correct responses to all the questions included in the operational sections of the measure.

The Verbal Reasoning and Quantitative Reasoning measures are section-level adaptive. This means the computer 
selects the second operational section of a measure based on your performance on the first section. Within each 
section, all questions contribute equally to the final score.

For each of the two measures, a raw score is computed. The raw score is the number of questions you answered 
correctly.
The raw score is converted to a scaled score through a process known as equating. The equating process accounts for 
minor variations in difficulty among the different test editions as well as the differences in difficulty introduced by the 
section-level adaptation. Thus, a given scaled score for a particular measure reflects the same level of performance 
regardless of which second section was selected and when the test was taken.

Scoring



Scoring



Now, test center or test at 
home?



● Set a timeline!
○ This is a personal thing. Some people study for a week, month, quarter, all year!

● KAPLAN KAPLAN KAPLAN
○ Free practice tests, boot camps, question a day
○ More extensive study plans and books 

● Khan Academy Instructional Videos
● GRE classes at different testing/instructional websites
● ETS website itself: free real time practice test and free untimed practice test
● Other study guide books: look for practice problems 

How to Study: Tips and Tricks!



When to take the GRE?
With enough time to retake, if needed.

Even if you don’t retake, this will eliminate unnecessary 
stress.



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 
Please keep this slide for attribution.

THANKS!
Do you have any questions?
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